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Process Paper for Rhyming With History

Each year for our English class research unit, we prepare and submit research papers for

NHD. While the event was chosen for me, the topic was not. Almost instantaneously, I knew I

wanted to incorporate rap music, as it’s something near and dear to me.

I grew up with rap music. My mom would play her 2000’s rap CD’s in the car with me

and, being only eight years old, I never truly understood what the rappers were saying (which

wasn’t always a bad thing), but as I grew older and was able to develop my own taste and

opinions about rap music, I recognized common themes. These were themes of resistance to

authority and presence of poverty. Growing up in a less than diverse community as one of three

black girls in her school, this genre has shaped me into the person I am today. Now as a teen, I

understand that the themes are not used simply as literary devices, but are real-life experiences

caused by the rigged criminal justice systems in America. The rap music genre is a platform for

black people who otherwise would not have a voice. As I’ve matured, I’ve begun to recognize

the complexity and depth of racism in the United States, and this gradual radicalization has made

me an activist for my Black Community. The mixture of nostalgic music and new passion

excited me; I knew that communication through rap music was the topic for me.

All of my research was performed on-line, as restriction to resources was severely limited

during the on-going pandemic. That being said, it was much easier to find scholarly text online

than it was when we had the opportunities to go to a library. Beginning my research was much

simpler this year, due to it being the second time our school has entered essays for NHD. I dove

into analysis, gathering bundles of notecards with quotations, sources, and other information

scribbled on them. Of course excerpts from rap songs played a vital role in my research and

understanding of communication through rap music, but Reebee Garofalo’s Hip Hop: The
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Illustrated History… gave even better insight into my topic of choice. Garofalo explained how

instrumental declining socio-economic changes were in the birth of hip hop music and how it

drew the peoples of the Bronx away from lives of crime, which is to say that rap was meant to be

unifying.

Through toil and strife, rap music has been a sturdy platform for black voices. Rap music

has communitcated with people from every corner of the country, united those of different races,

and headed modern activism among the populus. This is vital to our development as a society

because, as the saying goes: “United, we stand; Divided, we fall.”
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If one were to say rap music is full of drug-talk, violence, and graphic demonstration, one

would be correct - but for a more radical reason. Rap music has influenced activism pertaining to

Black issues throughout the 1980’s War on Drugs, the 1990’s LA riots, and ultimately today’s

Black Lives Matter movement. This unique form of communication played an instrumental role

in the building of solidarity within not only the Black Community, but for American society as a

whole, and advocated for Black equality in the justice system.

Hip-hop is considered the mother of rap music; however, hip-hop was not simply a genre

of music, but a lifestyle as well (Rhodes). Hip-hop culture consisted of graffiti, alternative

clothing style, and, as it is most popular for, music (“Hip Hop: A Culture”). Famous rapper,

KRS-One, stated, “Rap is what we do, hip-hop is how we live” (Introduction to Hip Hop

Culture). The rise of hip-hop culture started in the Bronx, New York. Three critical events took

place in the boroughs (Garofalo), which included the construction of an express-way, the

collapse of neighborhoods, and an eruption of crime and poverty. In 1959, Parks Commissioner

Robert Moses signed off on developing an expressway through the Bronx, which caused Italian,

German, Irish, and Jewish neighborhoods to evaporate and be replaced by lower-class Black and

Hispanic peoples. Due to financial insecurity, a high concentration of people in poverty was

confined to this area, which led to increasing rates of drug addiction, violence, and other crime.

Because the middle class population left the area, many houses were left abandoned, because

new families in the area were unable to afford housing costs. Where there is poverty and

violence, there is gang activity.

One gang in particular, the Black Spades (aka Savage Seven), led by Afrika Bambaata,

became a threat to the Bronxdale Project in south east Bronx. Given this fact, it is difficult to

believe that the same man, along with two of his colleagues, would organize block parties with
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the hope of sparking unity among rival gangs. Afrika Bambaata would found Zulu nation, using

rap music and dance to draw his community away from the drugs and corruption ravaging their

lives. This technique was key, as rap music soon became popularized. What was once used as a

diversion to gang violence was also being used to communicate about gang violence and other

important political messages and ideas. Rap music was a prime example of the post-Abolition

era and post-Jim Crow era culture meeting the rise of contemporary civil rights movements in

response to systemic racial oppression (Garofalo). The genre addressed police brutality, mass

incarceration, and many other forms of injustice. Since the shift, rap music gained a timeless

effect, as stated by Afrika Bambaata, “You can go do anything with rap music...you can go from

the past to the future to what’s happening now.” For this reason, rap music was a valid and

important form of communication, especially for the Black Community, who are targets of the

themes the genre contained.

Rap music began to flourish in 1980’s America, parallel to President Ronald Reagan’s

administration. The Reagan administration established new zero-tolerance drug criminalization

policies in the mid to late 80’s. This move garnered a culture of hate towards petty and hard-drug

users; even LAPD Police Chief Daryl Gates said, “Casual drug users should be taken out and

shot” (“Race and the Drug War”). Under these implementations, non-violent drug offenses

increased eightfold from 50,000 per year in 1980 to 400,000 per year in 1997, which meant that

out of every 100,000 arrests, 539 were drug-related (Historical Data 40). Not surprisingly, the

United States prison population nearly doubled under the Reagan administration, going from

329,000 inmates to 627,000 inmates (Grawert).

As the prison population increased, Black drug arrest rates also increased. In 1980, Black

people made up 27% of total arrests, which rose to 42% of all arrests in 1989. To put that in
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perspective, that is 100,671 Black individuals versus 408,853 Black individuals. By comparison,

72% of total arrests were of white people in 1980, and by 1989 the percentage had decreased to

58% of total arrests. Drugpolicy.org made the statement that “Higher arrest and incarceration

rates for these communities are not reflective of increased prevalence of drug use, but rather of

law enforcement’s focus on urban areas, lower income communities, and communities of color”

(“A Brief History of the Drug War”). Over policing of black neighborhoods left many homes and

communities damaged and without resources for repair. The effect was subgenres of rap, such as

conscious and gangsta rap, gained traction.

Conscious rap is exactly how it sounds: musical artists aiming to enlighten and brighten

those within their communities, outside of the deplorable living conditions people are facing.

Gangsta rap did the same, only with depictions of crime and violence. N.W.A is one of the most

influential gangsta rap groups of the 80’s. Their rhymes bravely proclaim “F--- tha police coming

straight from the underground / a young n---- got it bad cause I’m brown / And not the other

color so police think / they have the authority to kill a minority” (“N.W.A”). The group and Ice

Cube, the member who raps this verse, spoke of the racist cops overdosing on a power trip,

taking their authority too far, a practice seen many times within Black communities. At the time,

gangs were identified as groups of three or more, so kids hanging out after dark were treated

accordingly. Ice Cube, at age 18, said in the same song previously mentioned, “F---ing with me

cause I’m a teenager / with a little bit of gold and pager / Searchin’ my car, lookin’ for product /

thinkin’ every n---- is sellin’ narcotics.” Cops in the song were suspicious of the gold chain and

pager; they most likely thought a young Black man in the ghetto would get the money selling

drugs.
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These songs not only ignited the public, but the FBI as well. N.W.A’s song “F--- tha

Police” caused the FBI to mail letters to police chiefs nationwide. The letters warned chiefs that

rap incited violence against law enforcement officers (“1980’s Music Censorship”). Former

Assistant Director of the Federal Bureau of Investigation said in a letter addressed to Police

Chief Manganielle of the LAPD, “Music plays a significant role in society, and I wanted you to

be aware of the FBI’s position relative to this song and its message. I believe my views reflect

the opinion of the entire law enforcement community” (“1980’s Music Censorship”). Naturally,

this message was seen as artistic censorship as well as censorship of the truths experienced by

numerous Black Americans. In her report, Catherine Tabb Powell lends an opinion many 80’s

Gangsta rappers and members of the Black Community share: “The real enemy is the system, not

a people” (Powell). N.W.A made clear that their music was not advocating violence towards

policemen, but was merely a reflection of personal experience with officers. Rap was never

meant to invoke violent action, but to communicate unity. Rap was and is pro-black and

pro-black culture, which creates class consciousness and solidarity among Black folk with its

lyrics.

Gangsta rappers voiced their struggle and anger with the system they and others like them

perished under. DJ Easy Mo Bee compliments these rappers by saying, “You got to give [credit]

to a lot of these gangsta rappers. They are talking about hard social issues. They are angry and

this is the only voice they have” (“1980’s Music Censorship”). In their own way, these rappers of

the 1980’s were social activists. They used their platform to bring attention to unjust policy, law,

and law enforcement. Their powerful communication would be heard.

Lyrical activism did not cease in the late 80’s. In fact, it burned with a brighter flame

throughout the 90’s as rap music gained even more popularity among more demographics. While
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drug arrests were ever-so-slightly decreasing, an old problem was only getting worse: police

brutality. One Rodney King, on parole for an unrelated offense, led officers on a high-speed

chase through Los Angeles, California. Once King finally pulled over, he was mercilessly and

savagely brutalized by over twelve police officers, who allowed the overexertion of force to go

on (Sastry and Bates 2017). Rodney King suffered skull fractures, broken bones and teeth, and

permanent brain damage at the hands of those sworn to serve and protect him. Only four of the

twelve lawmen present were charged.

A jury containing zero Black citizens acquitted the “people” responsible for the beating

of King, even with the evidence caught on camera and broadcast nationwide for all of America

to see. This gross failure of the justice system only escalated tensions caused by the murder of

Latisha Harlins by a Korean store owner, who shot this child for stealing orange juice. The man

who murdered her was given probation and a $500 fine.

Black people not only experienced this type of racism on a personal level, but at a

systemic level as well. In 1993, Black people were seven times more likely to be incarcerated. In

that same year, 1471 out of 100,000 black citizens were imprisoned (Hetey and Eberhardt). In

fact, institutions communicated approval of systemic racism. The Bureau of Justice Statistics

states that, “If learning that Black men are six times more likely than white men to be imprisoned

triggers the stereotype that Blacks are criminals...then such info is no longer concerning...Rather,

it becomes expected or even justifiable'' (Hetey and Eberhardt). The report then finds that, when

exposed to a 45% demographic make-up or a 25% demographic makeup of Black inmates, white

California voters became less likely to sign a petition to decrease strictness of California’s

three-strike law when shown a greater (45%) Black prison population. Another study found that
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when white subjects became aware of racial disproportionalities in executions, 52% favored the

death penalty (Peffley and Hurwitz).

Considering these facts, it is easy to see how communities would feel inclined to retaliate.

When interviewed by NPR, one person said, “Ain’t nothing changed but the year it is” (Sastry

and Bates). This speaks volumes on the situation that Black Americans were living in, that they

are not surprised to hear another person become yet another statistic.  King’s, Harlins’, and the

suffering of countless other unnamed Black individuals left the Black Community utterly irate.

L.A. citizens were fed up, and in under three hours later, fires were burning, liquor stores and

grocery stores were robbed and demolished, along with retailers and restaurants.

Fair-complexioned motorists such as whites and Latinos were targeted, pulled out of their cars,

and brutalized. The LAPD was in the scene, applying force with a bias against people of color.

“It was an open campaign to suppress and contain the Black Community,” Connie Rice, a lawyer

and civil rights activist, said in an interview with NPR. Many people thought rap music was the

cause of this chaos, but blaming rap music for the eruption of violence in response to violence is

shooting the messenger.

Ice Cube says in his collaborative 1990 song “Endangered Species” that, “They kill ten of

me to get the job correct / To serve, protect, and break a n---- neck.” If anything, violence is

being inflicted on Black people, not black people inflicting or inciting violence. “But let him

[cops] shoot a person from the White Sox / What’s the call? Foul ball!” comes directly from

Main Source’s 1991 song “Just a Friendly Game of Baseball.” Using figurative language, Main

Source indicates that white people will get attention when brutalized or falsely targeted while

black people will be ignored (Main Source). KRS-One compares law enforcement officers to

overseers on slave plantations in “Sound of Da Police.” The rhyme goes on to say “The overseer
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could stop you ‘What are you doing?’ / The officer will pull you over just when he’s pursuing’ /

The overseer had the fight to get ill / and if you fought back, the overseer had the right to kill”

(KRS-One). The comparison is brave; one is aware that overseers could treat the slaves how they

saw fit, and one could say that officers hold the same power and apply the same aggression

towards black people. The bravery of these lyrics does not cease; these rappers will not stop

speaking their message, as 2Pac stated in his song “Holler If Ya’ Hear Me”, “Oh no, I won’t turn

the other cheek / In case ya can’t see us while we burnt the other week / Now we gotta make it

smash / blast/ how long will it last, til the broke got more cash.” These activists of the 80’s refuse

to stop spreading their word, their intolerance of mistreatment by the system, and they will not

stop fighting until the systems are destroyed. This mentality began to spread, radicalizing youth,

ushering in a generation of right-doers, a generation who won’t back down, and a generation who

would stand united against their oppressors.

The generation of fighters has passed to the present day. In the age of social media,

activism was made much easier, so when a seventeen year old Trayvon Martin was murdered, his

name would not go unheard. Black Lives Matter began in 2013 as a hashtag after George

Zimmerman murdered Martin, and it soon grew into a movement (“Black Lives Matter”). The

movement gained traction after the killings of both unarmed Eric Garner and Mike Brown. This

time, not only were Black people doing most of the activism, but people of all races. The music

industry became a bigger enterprise, so advocating through music remains an excellent way to

spread awareness. In 2020, following the fatal arrest of George Floyd, Lil Baby, in his song “The

Bigger Picture” says, “I find it crazy the police will shoot you and know that you dead / But still

tell you to freeze / F---ed up, I seen what I seen / I guess that mean hold him down if he say he

can’t breathe” (Lil Baby). One can see that, still, rap music is being used to communicate
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controversial ideas, but this time, by a larger demographic. Even white rappers, such as Lil Peep

communicated the atrocities. In his 2015 song “Life” following the birth of the Black Lives

Matter movement, he said, “They’ll kill your little brother and they’ll tell you he’s a criminal /

They’ll f---ing kill you too, so you better not get physical / Welcome to America the type of s---

is typical.” His words express his contempt for how America will murder children and justify it

by erasing Black children’s youth, criminalizing them.

Rap music has enlightened and united people of all backgrounds with its controversial

lyrics, catchy verses, and revolutionary sound. Without communicating these individuals’

impactful ideas that combated drug arrest disparity in the 80’s, battled police brutality through

the 90’s, and paved the way for modern activism, awareness of Black America’s issues would

not be acknowledged and understood.
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